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Pushkin Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
Talking to Ourselves, Andres Neuman, Nick Caistor, Lorenza
Garcia, Gallery Stock Photo Vogue, One trip. Two love stories.
Three voices. Sooner or later, we all face loss. Ten-year old Lito
is almost sure that he can change the weather, if only he
concentrates very hard. His father Mario, who is seriously ill, is
anxious to create a life-long memory for the unsuspecting Lito
and takes him on a road-trip in a truck called Pedro. Together,
father and son embark on a journey through strange
landscapes which blur the borders of the Spanish-speaking
world. In the meantime, Lito's mother Elena tries to find solace
in books - and soon undertakes a precarious adventure of her
own that will challenge her moral limits. Alternately narrated
by the father, mother and son, the latest novel by the
acclaimed writer Andres Neuman explores the ways in which
we converse with ourselves through thought, speech and
writing. Each of these solitary, richly textured and strikingly
unique voices forms a poignant communication - while none
of them dares to tell the others the whole truth. This is a story
about how we are transformed by loss, physically and...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of book is everything and taught me to hunting ahead of time and more. It is actually rally interesting throgh
looking at time period. You can expect to like just how the article writer write this publication.
-- Mur phy Pr ice-- Mur phy Pr ice

Definitely one of the best ebook We have possibly go through. It usually does not charge a lot of. I am just pleased to
inform you that this is actually the greatest ebook i have got study in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest
publication for actually.
-- Ms. Pa tsy D'Am or e III--  Ms. Pa tsy D'Am or e III
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